
Spring is finally here, and here at Wood Bros. we couldn’t be more ready for the summer.  Festivals and Concert 
Season, Local Music, Backyard parties and Cookouts, potlucks, Weddings, and the like.  Lots of reasons to make 
music.  So dust off the six string and check out this months newsletter. 

The Surf Vibe is in at Wood Bros Get those board shorts out because Wood 
Bros. has a great collection of Surf style guitars IN STOCK!   We just got a 
whole slew of Jazzmaster and Jaguar Guitars from Fender!  Squier Vintage Modi-
fied Jazzmasters ($309.95) in Vintage Sunburst - one has 2 Humbuckers and a 
tortoise shell pick-guard and the other has 2 P-90 pickups and an off-white pick-
guard.  We have a Jay Mascus (Dinosaur Jr.) signature Jazzmaster on special sale 
pricing (only $899.95) in a stunning sparkling purple & gold anodized pick-guard 
and outfitted with P-90 pickups as well.  We also have a killer Fender Jaguar Spe-
cial in arctic white outfitted with 2 Humbuckers and only $799.95 with a bag.  
Plus! We still have a complete line of Sonoran acoustic electrics in many awe-
some surf colors at $339.95-$349.95. 
 
BOSE on Sale! Starting May 1st,  We have a special promotion on 
BOSE L1 series sound systems.  SAVE UP TO $300 !  Stop in for 
details and to check out the most compact and amazing sounding 
P.A. systems imaginable. 
 
ZT Lunchbox Amps We have now started carrying the ZT Amp Line!  These little amps pack quite an impres-
sive wallop for their size and price.  We have the Club 12 which has a 200W peak power amp, 12” speaker, Exter-
nal Speaker, Plate Reverb, EFX Loop, and a DI out.  A great little club or rehearsal amp, and the D.I. Out makes it 
work for larger shows too by running it into the board.  $559.95 & only 22 
lbs…The Lunchbox has a similar spec list but is smaller, with a 6.5” speaker 
and ambience control.  Still a big sound in a little box this amp sells for only 
$309.95 and makes a great recording or rehearsal amp.  We also have the 
Luncbox Extension cabinet which sports the same 6.5” speaker and sells for 
only $129.95.  And for the acoustic player, the Lunchbox Acoustic is here.  
This amp has acoustic voicing, a mic channel with ¼” or XLR connections for 
‘coffeehouse’ simplicity, plate reverb, FX loop, anti-feedback, phantom 
power, and a killer acoustic sound for $399.95  We are very excited to bring 
you these awesome new amps. 
 
Guitar of the Month The limited run Martin OMCE Walnut guitar has an amazing sound and playing tension.  
This one is one of the sweet ones that you dream about 
walking into a store and finding.  It has a great Indian mo-
tif including an inlayed arrowhead at the headstock.    
With a solid wood walnut back and sides and a solid 
spruce top, this guitar is as unique as it is amazing.  With 
an amazing complexity of overtone capability, it is very 
responsive and lushly warm.  Mention this newsletter & 

get $100 off of the already discounted price!... 
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New LED DJ Lights Now in stock; a multitude of LED - based DJ lighting.  We have 
the whole REVO series 1-4 and the Vertigo Tri-LED making up an in stock selection that 
ranges from $119 - $329.  These lights are rated to last 100,000 usage hours and have su-
per bright motion lights activated by sound that race and pulse to the music.  Because 
they are LED, they not only last long, but they run cool so no duty cycle is needed.  You 
can run them constant to party ALL NIGHT! 
 
iPhone & iPad Accessories: New and in stock for your idevices we have the CASTIV 

iPhone holder ($29.95) which clamps your iPhone the headstock of 
your guitar so that you have your lyrics, recording software, and tuner easily within reach. The 
IK Multimedia iRig is a guitar to iPhone interface with Amplitude modeling app (included) that 
allows you to plug right into your iPhone and get great amp models and effects for only $39.95! 
Very cool! We also stock the Line 6 Midi Mobilizer, a midi-to-iPhone interface for recording 
and/or storage of midi data available for $69.95. One of our most popular new accessories is IK 
Multimedia  mic stand adaptor for the iPad which sells for $39.95. Also coming soon, for those 
who are using their iPad for lyrics, is a Bluetooth wireless “page” turner—stay tuned for details! 

MXR ‘78 Custom Distortion Pedal  When I first heard this pedal announced at the beginning of 
the year, I could not wait to get my hands on one. Even just from seeing the picture from the 
MXR announcement, I knew I wanted one. The beautiful metallic red finish just screamed, 
“Cool!”, but we all know that what matters is not just a cool hot-rod finish, but what lies under 
the hood   Well, I just got these in just the other day, and checked it out immediately. Boy was it 
worth the wait! This little box goes from all out stack style distortion, to cool, dynamic crunch 
without ever getting grainy. This pedal was designed to have its full range of gain used. There are 
no dead or weak stops along the length of the gain control. The tone stack is tuned well, and is 
very usable, going from dark, and smooth on the low side, to crisp and aggressive on the high. 
The “crunch” button adds another dimension of gain and harmonic content that is complex in 

character, and yet completely usable without getting out of control. This is a distortion that specializes in letting 
the original tone of your guitar shine though despite the mountains of gain. Clear and powerful, and responds like 
a boutique amp distortion at a mass-market stomp box price. As with most current production MXR products, it 
features true hardwire bypass to leave your clean tone unaffected when it’s in bypass.  There’s a new hot rod in 
town… Come on down and take it for a test drive today! 
 

Zakk Wylde Signature Phase 90 Another pedal that I’d like to let you know about is the Lim-
ited edition Zakk wylde Phase 90. A limited run for 2011, this take on the phase 90 is tailored to 
Zakk’s personal preference, and it’s a little bit clearer and deeper phase than a standard Phase 
90. This translates beautifully for both clean and distortion, adding depth and dimension! Come 
on down and check it out; it could be the phaser that you have been waiting for! 
 

That’s all for this month, check in next month for more killer deals, tools, and product  
reviews from the friendly and capable staff at Wood Bros. Music.   

Serving the greater Berkshire County area for 130 years! 


